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This place is called 
the Innisphere, 
It floats between your 
sleep and here. 



For Sam, Audrey and Jasper. 

Thank you for making the Innisphere 
an extra magical place.
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As the evening calm begins to near,
We know the time to sleep is here.



The gentle dark will take the day, 
And the moon is ready to come out to play.

The stars twinkle and glitter into a night,
That is ready for you to take beautiful flight.



Into a space that is special and new,
And this special place, is just for you.
This place is called the Innisphere,
It floats between your sleep and here.



On your way to your sweet slumber,
Be sure to take your time to lumber...
To your beautiful, magical Innisphere,
That is so happy that you’re now here.



Look around and you will see,
That everywhere you want to be...
Is here within this special space, 
Your Innisphere, the greatest place.



Now you’re between sleep and awake,
Where dreams are there for you to take.

In your very own magical Innisphere,
The best of all dreams are waiting here.



Dreams are adventures for everyone,
With many laughs and lots of fun.

With lots to explore and things to do,
Your Innisphere dreams are just for you.



Your dreams can take you anywhere,
From here, to there, and everywhere. 
This special place is full of friends, 
It’s full of life and has no end.



In your Innisphere, there’s lots to see.
It holds your dreams and lets you be…
In your very own magical place.





Welcome to the Innisphere
mybestfriendinni and baby max are proud to bring you Your Very Own Magical Place. 
This nursery rhyme takes your child to their special Innisphere, the magical place between 
sleep and here. The dreamy illustrations match the pure imagination of a child, and is sure 
to lead your little one to their very own magical place.

mybestfriendinni uses storytelling to connect children to virtues, values and their best friend 
Inni—their intuition. mybestfriendinni believes in the positive nature of intuition, and how it 
can help kids make good choices. baby max for toddlers, and inni & friends for older kids are 
part of the mybestfriendinni collections.

inni & friends takes kids to 5-year-old Max’s Inniverse, the home of her best friend Inni, 
and Inni’s friends and frenemies. Inni’s friends are positive values, and together with Inni, 
they share adventures with the frenemies, which are negative traits and behaviours. 
Enjoy Everyone Longs to Belong—the first five-book series for older kids that shows 
how Inni plays a big part in how we use our values in our everyday lives.
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Jennifer Pratt
is a graphic designer and illustrator living in Vancouver, Canada. She has been drawing 
her whole life. She loves creating designs and illustrations for a variety of works including 
stationery, children’s products and food. She has even won a few awards along the way. 
This is her first book. She is looking forward to sharing it with her two young children and 
introducing them to their very own magical place. 

Cristina Kim
is the author of five children’s books, and the founder of mybestfriendinni. Her dream is to 
help show kids the importance of values, and how their intuition can help them decide how 
to use them. Living in Ajax, Canada with her three Bernese Mountain Dogs, Jasper, Baxter 
and Ratata, she spends most of her time creating new ways to share mybestfriendinni stories. 
Cristina wants to help kids connect—and stay connected—with their inner selves with  
self-confidence, trust, love and respect.

Her five titles are Everyone Longs to Belong, Bully is as Bully Does, Kindness Finds Her Voice,  
Courage in the Classroom, and Generosity’s Backpack. All books are available in print on 
Amazon, or for free download at www.mybestfriendinni.com.
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Generosity

Love

Harmony

HonestyInni

Introducing...

“I’m your intuition and 
your guide to being a 
real superstar! I’m always 
there for you!”

“Hi my lovely friend!
Do you love everything 
mushy gushy lovey dovey 
like me?”

“I always tell the truth
and nothing but! I am
about being honest
every single day.”

“I play really well with
others. When people
get along, it’s music to
my ears.”

“I love to share 
everything. You need
a hug or a friend to 
hang with? I’m here!”

Kindness

“Being kind is an everyday, 
all the time thing! I’m a 
super caring friend who puts 
other people first. Always.”

Envy

Bully Liar

Sel�sh

inni, friends frenemies&

“I’m all me, me, me
and I don’t care about
other people’s feelings.”

“I’m NEVER happy. Everyone 

me! SO unfair!”

“I make myself big by 
making you feel small.
Being mean gets me 
what I want!”

“Who needs to tell the 
truth? Not me! I’ll say
anything to get what I
want, and I’ll even lie for it.”

Courage

up for what’s right. Just
call me and I will be 
there.”
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All inni & friends books are available in print at www.amazon.com, 
or download the free eBooks at www.mybestfriendinni.com.


